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Summary. This article discusses marginalization of the regression parameters in mixed models for correlated binary
outcomes. As is well known, the regression parameters in such models have the “subject-specific” (SS) or conditional inter-
pretation, in contrast to the “population-averaged” (PA) or marginal estimates that represent the unconditional covariate
effects. We describe an approach using numerical quadrature to obtain PA estimates from their SS counterparts in models
with multiple random effects. Standard errors for the PA estimates are derived using the delta method. We illustrate our
proposed method using data from a smoking cessation study in which a binary outcome (smoking, Y/N) was measured lon-
gitudinally. We compare our estimates to those obtained using GEE and marginalized multilevel models, and present results
from a simulation study.
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1. Introduction
Mixed-effects models are a popular approach for analysis of
longitudinal and/or clustered binary outcomes, with many
texts either devoted to or with substantial treatment on
the topic (Raudenbush and Bryk, 2002; Demidenko, 2004;
Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh, 2004; Molenberghs and Verbeke,
2005; Brown and Prescott, 2006; Hedeker and Gibbons, 2006;
McCulloch et al., 2008; Fitzmaurice et al., 2011; Goldstein,
2011). Such models are often referred to as belonging to the
class of models known as generalized linear mixed models
(GLMMs). It is well known that the regression parameters in
such models have the “subject-specific” (SS) or conditional
interpretation (Neuhaus et al., 1991), representing effects of
the covariates controlling for, or holding constant, the random
effects. This is in contrast to the marginal or “population-
averaged” (PA) estimates of, most notably, the GEE approach
(Zeger and Liang, 1986) and the marginalized multilevel
model (Heagerty and Zeger, 2000). The SS and PA regression
parameters generally differ in meaning and value, and the SS
regression parameters depend on how many random effects
are included in the model (e.g., conditional on random inter-
cepts only or conditional on random intercepts and trends).
Thus, Zeger et al. (1988) recommend that SS models are use-
ful when the focus is on making inference at the individual
level, whereas PA models are most useful for population-based
inference. Here, we describe a numerical approach to obtain
PA estimates and standard errors from their SS counterparts
for models with one or multiple random effects. We focus on
longitudinal binary outcomes and present results primarily

for the logit link function, but our approach applies to other
GLMMs as well.

Analysts often decide a priori on conducting a PA or SS
analysis depending on their target of inference. Thus, if one
is interested in obtaining PA estimates, then typically a GEE
or marginalized multilevel model is used. As is well known
for longitudinal data, GEE estimates are valid under the
restrictive missing data mechanism of missing completely at
random (MCAR). Of course, weighted GEE (Robins et al.,
1995) can be used to allow for missing at random (MAR),
but this requires a joint modeling of the longitudinal out-
come and the missing data, and further requires that the
missing data model is correctly specified (Preisser et al., 2002;
Demirtas, 2004). Alternatively, our approach uses the SS esti-
mates from a full-likelihood mixed model analysis to obtain
their PA counterparts, and therefore provides valid inference
under MAR, though this does assume that the variance-
covariance structure is correctly specified. Also, mixed models
are more flexible in handling measurements made at irregu-
lar time intervals, since the covariance structure can depend
on a continuous time variable. Marginalized multilevel models
are a viable alternative to obtain PA estimates under MAR,
and can allow for irregular time intervals. Available software
for such marginalized multielevel models is somewhat limited,
though Griswold et al. (2013) includes SAS and R scripts for
estimating such models.

As an example, Gruder et al. (1993) report on the effects
of a televised smoking cessation intervention in which nearly
500 smokers were randomized to one of three conditions and
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then followed longitudinally in terms of their binary smoking
status (Y/N). The three conditions were no-contact control,
discussion, and social support, and subjects were assessed by
self report if they were smoking or not at post-intervention,
6-, 12-, and 24-months. The analysis in the paper consisted
of a random intercept and trend probit model, which found
that there were strong group effects at post-intervention that
were not maintained over the two-year follow-up. The esti-
mates presented in the paper were SS estimates, and therefore
conditional on the random subject intercepts and trends.
Alternatively, PA estimates would help to describe the magni-
tude of, for example, the post-intervention group differences in
the population of subjects, rather than conditional on subject
effects.

In terms of the organization of the article, Section 2
briefly describes mixed and marginal models for longitudinal
binary data, Section 3 describes the proposed marginaliza-
tion approach, Section 4 presents results of simulation studies,
Section 5 presents a re-analysis of the Gruder et al. (1993)
smoking cessation data, and Section 6 discusses some aspects
of the proposed approach. Supplementary materials are men-
tioned in Section 7, including the smoking cessation dataset
and a SAS syntax file that can be used to perform the pro-
posed marginalization.

2. Regression Models for Longitudinal Binary
Outcomes

Consider the mixed logistic regression model for a binary out-
come Yij from subject i (i = 1, . . . , N) at timepoint j (j =
1, . . . , ni):

log

[
P(Yij = 1 | υi)

1 − P(Yij = 1 | υi)

]
= x′

ijβ + z′
ijυi , (1)

where the r random effects υi are normally distributed in
the population with mean 0 and variance-covariance matrix
�υ. The total number of observations is denoted as n =∑N

ni. Using the Cholesky factorization of the random-effects
variance-covariance matrix �υ = TT ′, the model can also be
written as

log

[
P(Yij = 1 | θi)

1 − P(Yij = 1 | θi)

]
= x′

ijβ + z′
ijTθi , (2)

where θi are standardized random effects with mean 0
and variance-covariance matrix I. The regression parame-
ters β in this model have the “subject-specific” interpretation
(Neuhaus et al., 1991), and so can be more precisely denoted
as βss to reflect the fact that they represent effects of the
covariates controlling for, or holding constant, the random
subject effects. Thus, the meaning of βss depends on how many
and which random effects are included in a given analysis.

In contrast to the mixed model, consider the marginal
model

log

[
P(Yij = 1)

1 − P(Yij = 1)

]
= x′

ijβ
pa , (3)

in which there are no random effects. Instead, marginal mod-
els separate the mean and association structures. The model
above is for the mean structure and would be combined
with some specification of the association of the longitu-
dinal data, for example, the specification of the working
correlation in a GEE model. The regression parameters βpa

in this model have the marginal or “population-averaged”
interpretation (Neuhaus et al., 1991), as they are not con-
ditional on subject effects. As mentioned, these are preferable
in settings in which one wants to make inferences about
the population, for example in epidemiological studies. From
this model, population-averaged probabilities, defined as π

pa

ij ,
can be expressed via the logistic response function as π

pa

ij =
�(λpa) = 1/(1 + exp(−λpa)), which translates the population-
averaged logit λpa into a probability πpa. � is the CDF of the
standard logistic distribution and is sometimes termed the
“expit” function.

3. Marginalization of the Subject-Specific
Regression Estimates

Suppose that one has estimated a mixed logistic regression
model, with estimates β̂

ss
and T̂ (or σ̂υ for a random intercept

model), and that one would also like to obtain the population-

averaged regression coefficient estimates, denoted as β̂
pa

. For
a random-intercept probit model, there is a closed form solu-
tion, namely β̂

pa = β̂
ss
/
√

1 + σ̂2
υ (Heagerty and Zeger, 2000),

while for a random-intercept logistic model, the following

approximation can be used: β̂
pa ≈ β̂

ss
/

√
σ̂2
υ +π2/3

π2/3
, where π2/3

is the variance of the standard logistic distribution (Agresti,
2002). Zeger et al. (1988) recommend multiplying this logistic
variance by the factor 15/16, which results from using a cumu-
lative Gaussian approximation to the logistic function. The
square-root term on the right-hand side represents the ratio of
the conditional to the marginal standard deviations, and can
be viewed as the “marginalization” factor which transforms
the subject-specific parameters into their population-averaged
counterparts. In a random-intercepts model the marginaliza-
tion factor is a scalar and equal across time. However, for
models with multiple random effects this is generally not the
case and so there is no simple relationship like the one above.

In the more general case of multiple random effects, fol-
lowing the results of Griswold and Zeger (2004) and others,
population-averaged estimated probabilities for each observa-
tion can be expressed as

π̂
pa

ij =
∫

θ

�(x′
ijβ̂

ss + z′
ijT̂ θi) dF(θ) . (4)

Gauss–Hermite quadrature can be used to approximate these
probabilities as

π̂
pa

ij ≈
Qr∑
q=1

�(x′
ijβ̂

ss + z′
ijT̂Bq)A(Bq) . (5)

The integration is approximated by a summation on a spec-
ified number of quadrature points Q for each dimension of
the integration. For the standard normal univariate density,
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optimal points and weights (which are denoted Bq and A(Bq),
respectively) are given in Stroud and Sechrest (1966). For the
multivariate density, the r-dimensional vector of quadrature
points is denoted by B′

q = (Bq1, Bq2, . . . , Bqr), with its associ-
ated (scalar) weight given by the product of the corresponding
univariate weights, A(Bq) = ∏r

h=1
A(Bqh) .

Consider the marginal model in equation (3), and denote
πpa as the n × 1 vector of probabilities that is obtained by
stacking all of the n observations, and X as the n × p covariate
matrix that is obtained by stacking the covariate vectors of all
n observations (including a column of ones for the intercept).
The marginal model can then be written as λpa = Xβpa, where
the n × 1 vector of logits λpa is formed using elementwise divi-
sion of πpa by 1 − πpa. Multiplying both sides of this equation
by (X′X)−1X′, yields the relationship between the population-
averaged regression coefficients and the population-averaged
logits:

βpa = (X′X)−1X′ λpa . (6)

Marginalized regression coefficients can be obtained using
equation (6), in conjunction with the quadrature method in
equation (5) which provides estimates of the marginal prob-

abilities for each observation. Specifically, using estimates β̂
ss

and T̂ , along with the known covariate and random effect
matrices X and Z, in equation (5) yields π̂

pa

ij from which the

n × 1 vector λ̂
pa

is constructed. Substituting λ̂
pa

into equa-
tion (6) yields β̂

pa
, which are estimated population-averaged

regression coefficients based on a model with multiple random
effects.

3.1. Marginalized Standard Errors

The delta method can be used to obtain standard errors asso-
ciated with the estimates β̂

pa
. For this, let η̂ represent the

(p + r(r + 1)/2) × 1 stacked vector of estimates β̂
ss

and T̂ . To
simplify the notation, let p∗ = (p + r(r + 1)/2), and denote
the estimated variance-covariance matrix of the p∗ parameter
estimates as V (η̂). Then, using the delta method,

V (β̂
pa

) = ∂β̂
pa

∂η̂
′ V (η̂)

∂(β̂
pa

)′

∂η̂
. (7)

Here,
∂
ˆβ

pa

∂η̂′ is a matrix of size p × p∗, V (η̂) is of size p∗ × p∗,

and
∂(

ˆβ
pa

)′
∂η̂ is of size p∗ × p. Using the chain rule,

∂β̂
pa

∂η̂
′ = (X′X)−1X′ ∂λ̂

pa

∂η̂
′ , (8)

where

∂λ̂
pa

∂η̂
′ =

∑Qr

q=1
�(λ̂ijq)(1 − �(λ̂ijq)) A(Bq)

(
∂λ̂ijq/∂η̂

′)
π̂

pa(1 − π̂
pa)

(9)

with λ̂ijq = x′
ijβ̂

ss + z′
ijT̂Bq. In the above equation, the numer-

ator is a 1 × p∗ row vector that is obtained for each of the
n observations, which upon stacking yields a n × p∗ matrix.
The denominator is the elementwise product of the two n × 1

vectors. Thus, to form this derivative matrix, each element
in a row of the n × p∗ matrix in the numerator is divided by
the corresponding element of the n × 1 denominator vector.
Finally, the 1 × p∗ row vector is given as

∂λ̂ijq

∂η̂
′ =

[
x′

ij

... (B′
q ⊗ z′

ij)J
′
r

]
, (10)

where ⊗ represents the Kronecker product, and Jr is the
(r × (r + 1)/2) × r2 elimination matrix, which removes the ele-
ments above the main diagonal of a lower triangular matrix
(Magnus, 1988).

3.2. Other Link Functions

The procedure can be extended to other link functions as well.
For example, for a probit mixed model, population-averaged
probabilities are obtained as:

π̂
pa

ij ≈
Qr∑
q=1

�(x′
ijβ̂

ss + z′
ijT̂Bq)A(Bq) , (11)

where �(·) is the CDF of the standard normal distribution,
and regression coefficients are obtained as:

β̂
pa = (X′X)−1X′ �−1 (π̂pa) , (12)

with �−1(·) as the probit function (inverse of the normal
CDF). Standard errors are obtained using equation (7) with

∂β̂
pa

∂η̂
′ = (X′X)−1X′

∑Qr

q=1
φ(λ̂ijq) A(Bq)

(
∂λ̂ijq/∂η̂

′)
φ (�−1(π̂pa))

, (13)

with φ(·) is the PDF of the standard normal distribution, and
again using equation (10) for the derivatives

(
∂λ̂ijq/∂η̂

′).
More generally, denoting F(·) and F−1(·) as the CDF and

the link function (inverse CDF), the following general forms
are:

π̂
pa

ij ≈
Qr∑
q=1

F(x′
ijβ̂

ss + z′
ijT̂Bq)A(Bq) , (14)

β̂
pa = (X′X)−1X′ F−1 (π̂pa) , (15)

∂β̂
pa

∂η̂
′ = (X′X)−1X′ ∂F−1 (π̂pa)

Qr∑
q=1

A(Bq) ∂F(λ̂ijq)
(
∂λ̂ijq/∂η̂

′)
.

(16)
The specific elements for several link functions are listed in

Table 1. It should be noted that the loglog link is sometimes
presented as the negative loglog link (i.e., − log(− log(π))), in
which case the elements would be of opposite sign.

4. Simulation Studies

To evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed
marginalization method, two small-scale simulation studies
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Table 1
Corresponding elements for several link functions, where F = CDF, π = Pr(Y = 1), and λ = x′βss + z′TB

Link F−1 F ∂F−1 ∂F

Logit log(π/(1 − π)) 1 / (1 + exp(−λ)) 1 / (π(1 − π)) F(λ)(1 − F(λ))
Probit �−1(π) �(λ) 1/(φ(�−1(π))) φ(λ)
Cloglog log(− log(1 − π)) 1 − exp(− exp(λ)) 1/((π − 1) log(1 − π)) (F(λ) − 1)(− exp(λ))
Loglog log(− log(π)) exp(− exp(λ)) 1/(π log(π)) F(λ)(− exp(λ))

were conducted. The first considered a random-intercept pro-
bit model in which marginalized estimates can be expressed
in closed form. This allows us to compare our approach to the
marginalized (closed form) estimates of the random-intercept
probit model. The second simulation study considered a logis-
tic mixed model with random intercepts and time trends.
Here, we compared results of the proposed method with esti-
mates from GEE and marginalized multilevel models. We also
investigated the role of MAR missing data on our proposed
approach, and contrasted it with GEE estimates.

4.1. Random-Intercept Probit Model

The specifications for this simulation study were based on the
example and data analysis presented in Section 5. To exam-
ine the effect of sample size, 1000 datasets were simulated
each with 100 or 500 subjects and four repeated observations
according to a marginal probit regression model

�−1
(
π

pa

ij

)
= β0 + β1Gi + β2Tj + β3(Gi × Tj) , (17)

where Gi is a subject-level grouping variable coded 0 or 1
(half of the 100 or 500 subjects had Gi = 0, while the other
half were coded as 1), Tj represents time and is coded 0, 1,
2, 4 for the four timepoints, respectively. The values of the

regression coefficients on the marginal scale (PA) were set
as: β0 = −1.1259, β1 = 0.4505, β2 = 0.027, and β3 = −0.1147.
These were selected to yield response proportions of .130,
.136, .142, and .155 (Gi = 0) and .250, .223, .198, and .155
(Gi = 1), for the two groups and four timepoints, respectively.
Additionally, the random intercept variance was set as σ2

υ = 1
to reflect an intraclass correlation, r = σ2

υ /(σ2
υ + 1), of 0.5 for

the repeated observations. Thus, the SS regression coefficients
would be equal to the PA coefficients multiplied by a factor
of

√
2.

To generate the binary data, four random normal vari-
ates were obtained for each of the 100 or 500 subjects with
mean 0 and variance-covariance matrix σ2

υ11′ + I. These ran-
dom variates were then dichotomized in accordance with the
marginal response probabilities for the two groups across the
four timepoints given in the preceding paragraph.

The closed form marginal estimates of the random intercept
probit model were obtained using SAS PROC NLMIXED,
while the proposed marginalization parameters were esti-
mated with Supermix (Hedeker et al., 2008) based on a
random intercept probit model. For both, adaptive 7-point
Gauss–Hermite quadrature was used. Table 2 presents the
simulation results for both sample sizes of 100 and 500 sub-
jects. In Table 2, bias is the difference between the average

Table 2
Random-intercept probit model simulation results (1000 datasets with either N=100 or N=500). CF: closed form

marginalization; PM: proposed marginalization.

N Model Parameter True value Bias Coverage RMSE Width

100 CF Intercept −1.1259 −0.0157 0.951 0.1940 0.7385
Tj 0.0270 0.0019 0.950 0.0651 0.2530
Gi 0.4505 0.0093 0.947 0.2556 0.9832

Gi × Tj −0.1147 −0.0030 0.956 0.0891 0.3465

PM Intercept −1.1259 −0.0150 0.950 0.1944 0.7413
Tj 0.0270 0.0019 0.951 0.0651 0.2529
Gi 0.4505 0.0088 0.949 0.2556 0.9856

Gi × Tj −0.1147 −0.0028 0.957 0.0891 0.3462

500 CF Intercept −1.1259 −0.0052 0.952 0.0839 0.3276
Tj 0.0270 −0.0002 0.951 0.0286 0.1113
Gi 0.4505 −0.0022 0.960 0.1098 0.4368

Gi × Tj −0.1147 0.0021 0.941 0.0393 0.1523

PM Intercept −1.1259 −0.0048 0.952 0.0839 0.3280
Tj 0.0270 −0.0002 0.952 0.0285 0.1111
Gi 0.4505 −0.0027 0.960 0.1097 0.4371

Gi × Tj −0.1147 0.0023 0.941 0.0393 0.1521
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parameter estimate and the true value, coverage is the pro-
portion of 1000 datasets in which the 95% confidence interval
included the true value, width is the average width of the 95%
confidence interaval, and root mean squared error (RMSE)

for a given parameter θ equals
√

E[(θ̂ − θ)2]. As can be seen,
for both sample sizes of 100 and 500, the proposed marginal-
ization method provides near-identical results to the closed
form marginal probit estimates. Both approaches recover the
parameter values well with low bias and decent coverage.

4.2. Random-Intercept and Trend Logistic Model

The specifications for this simulation study were also based on
the example and data analysis presented in Section 5. Here,
1000 datasets were simulated, each with 500 subjects and
four repeated observations according to a marginal logistic
regression model

log

[
π

pa

ij

1 − π
pa

ij

]
= β0 + β1Gi + β2Tj + β3(Gi × Tj) , (18)

where Gi and Tj were as previously defined. Again, the
marginal regression coefficients were determined based on
the same response proportions for the two groups across
the four timepoints. Here, on the logistic scale, they were:
β0 = −1.9, β1 = 0.8, β2 = 0.05, and β3 = −0.2. Additionally,
the variance-covariance structure for the mixed model allowed
for random intercepts (σ2

I = 3), time-trends (σ2
T = 1), and

covariance (σIT = 0.08); these values were based on and similar
to the variance covariance estimates for the example in Sec-
tion 5. Similar to the probit simulation, four random normal
variates were obtained for each of the 500 subjects with mean
0 and variance-covariance matrix Z�υZ

′ + π2/3I, which were
then dichotomized according to the same marginal response
probabilities for the two groups across the four timepoints.

Table 3 presents results from the following: the GEE
approach using an unstructured working correlation matrix,
the proposed marginalization method, and a marginalized
logistic-probit-normal model as described by Griswold and

Zeger (2004) including random subject intercepts and trends.
In this latter model, the regression coefficients are on the
marginal logistic scale, while the random effects variance-
covariance parameters are on the probit scale. As Griswold
and Zeger (2004) note, the probit is a convenient choice for
the variance-covariance parameters for computational sim-
plicity (i.e., to avoid an additional numerical integration). The
parameters of the GEE and marginalized multilevel models
were estimated in SAS (PROCs GENMOD and NLMIXED,
respectively), while the proposed marginalization parameters
were estimated with Supermix based on a random intercept
and trend logistic model. For both the marginalized multi-
level model and the mixed logistic model, adaptive 7-point
Gauss–Hermite quadrature was used. For the GEE, robust
standard errors were used to obtain the coverage probabilities.

As can be seen from Table 3, the results from all three
models are near-identical, with low levels of bias and good
coverage levels (i.e., near the nominal 95% level). As one
would expect, the widths are appreciably smaller for the time-
related parameters than for the intercept-related parameters.
Finally, RMSE levels are relatively small, especially for the
time-related parameters.

To examine the effect of missing data on the proposed
approach, we generated data under a MAR mechanism. Using
the same data generation procedure described above, we addi-
tionally imposed the following specifications. For a Gi = 0 (or
Gi = 1) observation, if their first outcome was 0 (or 1), they
had a 60 (or 80%) chance of dropping out (i.e., being miss-
ing at the next three timepoints). Similarly, for a Gi = 0 (or
Gi = 1) observation, if their second outcome was 0 (or 1), they
had a 80 (or 85%) chance of dropping out (i.e., being missing
at the next two timepoints). Finally, for a Gi = 0 (or Gi = 1)
observation, if their third outcome was 0 (or 1), they had
a 90% chance of being missing at the last timepoint. Thus,
the two groups were treated in an opposite manner based on
their observed outcomes, and the amount of missing data was
rather large. The observed proportions were .129, .170, .216,
and .298 (Gi = 0) and .251, .176, .123, and .067 (Gi = 1), for
the two groups and four timepoints, respectively, indicating

Table 3
Logistic regression simulation results (1000 datasets with N=500). GEE UN: GEE with unstructured working correlation

structure; MM: marginalized multilevel model with random intercept and time effects; PM: proposed marginalization from a
mixed model with random intercepts and time effects.

Model Parameter True value Bias Coverage RMSE Width

GEE UN Intercept −1.90 −0.0032 0.949 0.152 0.606
Gi 0.80 0.0002 0.944 0.204 0.781
Tj 0.05 −0.0033 0.950 0.056 0.214

Gi × Tj −0.20 0.0007 0.947 0.077 0.292

MM Intercept −1.90 0.0014 0.947 0.156 0.605
Gi 0.80 −0.0034 0.942 0.203 0.777
Tj 0.05 −0.0078 0.933 0.057 0.216

Gi × Tj −0.20 0.0030 0.953 0.077 0.291

PM Intercept −1.90 −0.0055 0.956 0.148 0.595
Gi 0.80 −0.0112 0.946 0.200 0.770
Tj 0.05 −0.0062 0.947 0.056 0.215

Gi × Tj −0.20 0.0096 0.944 0.076 0.288
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Table 4
Logistic regression simulation results (1000 datasets with N=500) with missing data. GEE UN: GEE with unstructured

working correlation structure; PM: proposed marginalization from a mixed model with random intercepts and time effects.

Model Parameter True value Bias Coverage RMSE Width

GEE UN Intercept −1.90 −0.0141 0.9481 0.1889 0.7335
Gi 0.80 −0.0155 0.9481 0.2380 0.8865
Tj 0.05 −0.0576 0.9888 0.1544 0.6245

Gi × Tj −0.20 0.1303 0.8576 0.2518 0.6507

PM Intercept −1.90 −0.0121 0.9500 0.1767 0.6745
Gi 0.80 −0.0089 0.9490 0.2270 0.8662
Tj 0.05 −0.0030 0.9540 0.1133 0.4437

Gi × Tj −0.20 0.0115 0.9340 0.1573 0.5952

very different trends across time for the two groups, relative
to the complete data scenario. The retention rates for the two
groups were 100, 48, 25, and 14% (Gi = 0) and 100, 80, 69,
and 63% (Gi = 1) for the two groups and four timepoints,
respectively. Thus, both the reasons and amount of missing
data varied considerably for the two groups.

Table 4 lists the simulation results for the GEE and
proposed marginalization approach. As can be seen, the time-
related parameters are rather poorly estimated by GEE, and
the coverage rates are off as well, especially for the group
by time interaction. Conversely, the proposed marginaliza-
tion approach does reasonably well with low bias and close to
nominal coverage rates. For both, the widths are appreciably
larger than their counterparts under complete data, reflect-
ing the effect of missing data. RMSE values are also larger
than under the complete data scenario, and tend to favor the
proposed marginalization approach.

5. Example

As mentioned in Section 1, Gruder et al. (1993) present data
from a smoking-cessation study in which 489 subjects were
assessed for their smoking status (y/n) at four timepoints:
post-intervention, and 6, 12, and 24 months later. Subjects
were randomized to either a control, discussion, or social
support condition. Here, for simplicity, subjects in the two
treatment conditions of discussion and social support are com-
bined into one group. The missing data pattern across time
was monotonic, in that subjects who were missed at a given
follow-up were also missing thereafter. The number of sub-
jects measured at the four timepoints was 489, 454, 429, and
372, respectively. Smoking abstinence rates for the two groups

across time are presented in Table 5. These show that the
control rates are somewhat constant across time, while the
treatment group rates decline after the end-of-program time-
point. Also included in Table 5, are the observed correlations
of the smoking abstinence outcomes across time. These pair-
wise correlations are clearly not equal, which would violate
the assumption of a random-intercept model.

The outcome Yij was coded 0=smoking and 1=quit, and
several logistic regression models were applied to these data
with covariates for time, group, and group by time interac-
tion. The time variable was coded so that a unit represents
6 months (Tj = 0, 1, 2, 4), and the group variable was an
indicator of treatment (Gi = 0 for control, and Gi = 1 for
treatment). Table 6 presents estimates from the following:
the GEE approach using an independent working correlation
matrix (GEE IND) and an unstructured working correla-
tion matrix (GEE UN), a mixed effects model with random
subject intercepts and time trends (MRM), a marginalized
logistic-probit-normal model including random subject inter-
cepts and trends (MM), and the proposed marginalization
approach (PM).

As can be seen in Table 6, the subject-specific MRM
estimates are not on the same numerical scale as the
population-averaged estimates of the GEE. However, the pro-
posed marginalization of these MRM estimates yields results
that are in close agreement with those obtained from both
the GEE and the marginalized logistic-probit-normal models.
An advantage for the user of the proposed marginalization is
that both subject-specific and population-averaged estimates
and inferences can be obtained from the same analysis. In
the present example, both approaches indicate a significant

Table 5
Point prevalence rates and correlations of smoking abstinence over time.

Post-intervention 6 months 12 months 24 months

Control group (N = 109, 97, 92, 77) 0.174 0.072 0.185 0.182
Treatment group (N = 380, 357, 337, 295) 0.345 0.182 0.196 0.217

Correlations
Post-intervention 1.000 0.332 0.287 0.263
6 months 0.332 1.000 0.481 0.337
12 months 0.287 0.481 1.000 0.493
24 months 0.263 0.337 0.493 1.000
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Table 6
Logistic regression estimates (standard errors), and p-values.

GEE IND: GEE with independent working correlation
structure; GEE UN: GEE with unstructured working

correlation structure; MRM: Mixed model with random
intercept and time effects; MM: Marginalized multilevel

model with random intercept and time effects; PM: Proposed
marginalized estimates from MRM.

Model Intercept T G G × T

GEE IND −1.839 0.074 0.902 −0.221
(0.256) (0.094) (0.275) (0.103)
0.001 0.431 0.001 0.032

GEE UN −1.841 0.075 0.905 −0.201
(0.256) (0.092) (0.275) (0.101)
0.001 0.418 0.001 0.047

MRM −2.785 −0.479 1.478 −0.331
(0.430) (0.270) (0.410) (0.247)
0.001 0.076 0.001 0.180

MM −1.889 0.109 0.941 −0.211
(0.240) (0.086) (0.260) (0.095)
0.001 0.206 0.001 0.027

PM −1.885 0.092 0.945 −0.232
(0.236) (0.093) (0.257) (0.102)
0.001 0.321 0.001 0.023

group effect such that there is a benefit for treatment at post-
intervention (e.g., from GEE UN, z = 0.905/0.275 = 3.29).
However, the marginal models indicate a significant group
by time interaction such that the treatment benefit dimin-
ishes across time. Interestingly, the MRM does not yield a
significant group by time interaction. Thus, the conclusions
are different depending on whether one controls for the sub-
ject effects or not. Such situations in which the conclusions
vary between marginal and conditional approaches have been
previously reported in the literature (Agresti, 1989; Lindsey
and Lambert, 1998).

In Table 6, we have only presented the regression coeffi-
cient estimates, but the random intercept and trend variance
estimates of the MRM were large (σ̂2

I = 3.774, standard error
=1.214, and σ̂2

T = 1.302, standard error = 0.451) reflecting a
good deal of subject heterogeneity in the data. The covari-
ance between the two random effects was small (σ̂IT = 0.170,
standard error = 0.359) indicating that a subject’s post-
intervention smoking status was not related to their trend
across time.

6. Discussion

In this article, we have presented a simple approach using
numerical quadrature to produce marginal estimates and
standard errors for the regression coefficients from mixed
model estimates. Specifically, we have presented results
for several link functions applied to binary outcome data.
We have also derived results (not shown) for propor-
tional and non-proportional odds models of ordinal data
under all of the presented link functions, as well as for

nominal outcomes under the logistic link. An advantage
of the proposed approach is that both subject-specific and
population-averaged estimates (and standard errors) can be
obtained from one analysis with minimal additional compu-
tation. In addition, although we have described our approach
in terms of two-level (longitudinal) data, extending to three
or more levels is relatively straightforward.

The limited simulation studies confirmed that for a
random intercept model the marginalized estimates were
near-identical to closed form marginal probit estimates.
Extending to a random intercept and trend logistic model, the
marginalized estimates also agreed quite closely to marginal-
ized multilevel and GEE estimates. A further simulation
allowing for missing data, under MAR missingness, showed
that the GEE estimates of the time-related parameters were
poorly estimated, whereas the proposed approach produced
reasonable results. This agrees with the theory that indicates
that mixed models using full likelihood estimation provide
valid results under MAR, whereas GEE only does so under
MCAR. It should be emphasized that the amount of missing
data in the simulation was rather large and strictly followed an
MAR mechansim. In addition, extensions to allow MAR miss-
ingness under the GEE approach have been developed based
on weighting (Robins et al., 1995) and imputation (Paik,
1997). Nonetheless, the proposed approach yields reason-
able marginal estimates under MAR missingness with rather
minimal effort. An important caveat is that the variance-
covariance structure of the data must be properly specified
in a mixed model or biased results can be obtained (Hedeker
and Gibbons, 2006; Kwok et al., 2007).

In the example presented, we found close agreement of
our marginalized estimates to those obtained from marginal-
ized multilevel models. This is not surprising as our approach
can be viewed as essentially an alternative way of produc-
ing marginalized multilevel estimates. However, given that
software for marginalized multilevel models is somewhat lim-
ited, whereas software for mixed models is widely available,
our approach can be used in conjunction with mixed model
estimates from the many different programs that exist. The
marginalized results presented in this article were obtained
using Supermix (Hedeker et al., 2008), which produces both
SS and PA estimates automatically.

7. Supplementary Materials

The dataset and a SAS script using PROCs NLMIXED and
IML that can be used to obtain the marginalized estimates are
available at the Biometrics website on Wiley Online Library.
These materials are also available from the first author upon
request.
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